
 TEACHERS’ WORKSHOP IN ASTRONOMY & ASTROPHYSICS 
INTEREST SURVEY for SUMMER 2006 

 
Information about the workshop, which will be held Monday and Tuesday, August 7-8, 2006,  
can be found at http://www.physics.uci.edu/~observat/workshop.html. 
 
Please fill out and return this survey to Tammy Smecker-Hane by email (tsmecker@uci.edu), fax 
(949 824-2174) or postal mail (Department of Physics & Astronomy, 4129 Frederick Reines 
Hall, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697-4575). If you have any problems, please phone 
her at (949) 824-7773. After you return the survey, you will be issued an official invitation to 
attend the workshop.  Invitations will be given on a first-come first-served basis, but preference 
will be given to teachers in the partner schools which are participating in the UCI FOCUS 
program (Santa Ana, Newport Mesa, and Compton Unified School Districts).  
 
 
1. Teacher Name: 

 
2. Name of School in which you teach: 
 
3. Grade Level(s) you normally teach: 
 
4. School District in which you teach: 
 
5. Email Addresses: (please note which address is best to use to contact you in July/August 

right before the workshop) 
 
(work) 
(home) 

 
6. Telephone number at work and home (the later for emergencies): 

 
(work)        
(home)  

 
7. Home Address (in case of emergency and for mailing the parking passes and the 

Information Form that you'll need for the workshop): 
 
 
8. Carpooling: 

 
Are you interested in carpooling to the workshop? (Yes, No) 
 
I will send the names, towns, email addresses and phone numbers of the teachers interested 
in carpooling so you can get in contact with one another and set up carpools. 

 
9. Sandwich Preference:  (put an X next to your favorite)       

 
Turkey                Roast Beef 
Ham                   Vegetarian 



 
10. Drink Preference: (put an X next to your favorite) 

 
Lemonade           Pepsi                     Coffee 
Iced Tea              Diet Pepsi             Hot tea 
Water                  Sprite 

 
11. Please put an X in front of the response that applies to you: 

 
___  I have filled out the Information form attached to this email and am returning it with my 
survey. 
 
___  I could not read the Microsoft Word document and need you to send it to me via postal 
mail. 
 

12. Each teacher will receive a copy of either a slide set entitled "The Solar System" (the 
Sun, planets, moons, comets, etc.) or a CDRom with a collection of images from the Hubble 
Space Telescope (galaxies, star clusters, nebulae, etc.). Please put an X next to your 
preference: 
 
___ Solar System Slide Set 
___ Hubble Space Telescope CDRom 
 

13. For the following list of subjects, rate from 1 to 5 your level of interest in learning about 
during the workshop, where 1 = very interested, 2 = somewhat interested, 3 = neutral, 4 = not 
interested, 5 = don't know/not sure.  
 
 
 
                                                  Level of Interest 
 
A) Solar/Lunar Eclipses 
B) Phases of the Moon 
C) Night Sky/Constellations 
D) Asteroids 
E) Planets 
F) Sun 
G) Stars 
H) Galaxies 
I) Universe 

 
14. Do you know about the tours of the UCI Observatory and the classroom visits that we 

offer to FOCUS schools as part of our outreach program? 
 
(Yes, No) Observatory Tours 
(Yes, No) School Visits 
 
Have you and your class participated in them? 
 



(Yes, No) Observatory Tours 
(Yes, No) School Visits 

 
15. We have added a link on the Observatory web site: 

http://www.physics.uci.edu/~observat/#e&o, that is called "Information and Useful Links for 
Teachers". We plan to continue adding to it as time goes on. Can you think of anything that 
is not there which you wish was there? If so, we will try to add it in time for the workshop. 

 
 
 
 
16. Feel free to give other comments and suggestions below. 
 
 


